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Public agencies are increasingly held accountable for documenting the benefits and 
services they provide.  Recreation is a key public benefit for most land-managing agencies 
and thus visitation is an important metric. Visitation estimates are also needed for planning 
improvements to infrastructure, for evaluating current capacity and potential resource 
damages, and for communicating with nearby communities and service partners.  To meet 
their information needs, agencies are most often interested in destination-based measures 
of visitation. That is, their interest is in recreation trips that end at agency lands from any 
origin.  At the same time, agency budgets are typically not keeping pace with increased use 
of resources or needs for management.  

Estimating visitation by expanding from what staff and managers anecdotally observe 
during the course of their normal workdays can be problematic. Where and when staff 
are onsite is seldom random, usually tending toward more heavily used areas or areas that 
have conflicts—either between sets of users of between users and resource conditions.  A 
stand-alone effort and rigorous sampling framework are essential to guide data collection 
and obtain reliable results. 

The cost of onsite personnel time for counting visits greatly limits such stand-alone 
efforts as sampling intensity, even in the best scenarios, can be prohibitively expensive.  
Most agencies augment onsite sampling with either existing counts of visitation proxies, 
mechanical counters, or both.  Emerging technology provides new options including passive 
cell phone counts, social media postings and more. A number of agencies are working to 
evaluate these data to incorporate into visitation computations.   

In this issue four papers are presented that highlight important aspects of estimating 
recreation visitation.  
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Snider, Hill, Simmons, and Herstine describe a general framework for gathering the 
data needed to quantify annual visitation at individual recreation sites.  Their framework 
presents important dimensions for stratifying the sample of locations and days on which to 
collect data.  The paper discusses considerations of how to group sites into spatial aggregates 
and some of the empirical data needed to validate the stratification framework. A key point 
is that rigorous sampling covering all identified strata is essential.

Jones, Yang, and Yamamoto present a comparison of automated and visual counting 
methods, juxtaposing estimates from infrared counter technology to those obtained by 
more expensive visual count. They note that calibration of mechanical counters to a reliable 
control is often difficult to achieve.  Patterns of variation in the comparison of counts from 
the two methods are presented and discussed.

Ziesler and Pettebone review the processes used for estimating visitation to units of the 
U.S. National Park System. They note the importance of using an array of information and 
techniques in order to match the variety of available data as well as the openness and modes 
of public access across the NPS system.  

Leeworthy, Schwarzmann, Goedeke, Gonyo, and Bauer describe a quite different ap-
proach.  They begin with an origin (i.e., household)-based estimate of visits from a targeted 
geography.  Using a mapping exercise competed by respondents to the household survey 
enables spatial allocation of trips and activities to destination areas.  Validating the mapping 
exercise is essential to reliable results.   




